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Buinstoek revelers danced and partied during the nineteenth annual musk festival. (Photo by Scott
LeClair.)
Woodbury, Hitt discuss
UMaine System's future
By Michelle Dietlin
Staff Writer
Financial cutbacks are a major
concern at the University of Maine,
but it isn't the only problem that
merits consideration.
"There are many more impor-
tant issues other than dollars," said
John C. Hitt, vice president for
Academic Affairs at UMaine.
Hitt was appointed interim pres-
ident last week by UMaine system
Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
Both men took part in a panel dis-
cussion Wednesday night titled,
"Where is the University of Maine
Going?"
The public forum was held to
provide a better understanding of
what UMaine wants to offer in the
future, and to take a closer look at
the criteria used to gauge the uni-
versity's success.
In addition to Hitt and Wood-
bury, panel members included
Thomas Christensen, president of
the Faculty Senate and member of
the Futures Planning Council;
Charles Rauch, director of Finan-
cial Management; Sally Vamvaki -
as, Board of Trustees member and
president of the University of
Maine Alumni Association; Anita
Wihry, director of Institutional
Planning and Dr. George Wood,
HOT member and chair of the Fi-
nance Committee
While each panel member had
different ideas about how to im-
prove the university, all agreed
improvements are necessary.
Anita Wihry said it's important
to redefine the education offered
by the university in terms of what
will prepare students for the future
society— a society that is becom-
ing more pluralistic and multicul-
tural.
"We must help students pre-
pare to dea I with the global world,"
Wihry said.
She said we should become
more diverse in our perspectives
and take on a global view of the
university.
One student mentioned the ris
ing cost of private schools and
asked the panel if they thought
UMaine could capitalize on those
who couldn't afford it
"We've got to offer them rea-
sons other than price when they're
considering coming here," Hitt
said.
He said UMaine must keep up
the momentum, because if this
university becomes mediocre, stu-
dents wouldn't choose to come
here no matter what the cast
"A poor education is no bar-
gain at any price," he said.
See PANEL on page 11
UMaine community reacts to student's accusations
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Reactions of the UniverSity of
Maine community have ranged
from disbelief to disgust over ac-
cusations that the Rev. Jesse Jack-
son last Tuesday made anti Semi-
Inside
Schwarzenegger tells
America to shape up.
See page 6.
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Today: Mostly sunny.
Temps 60-65.
Tomorrow: Cloudy.
Temps upper 50s-
lower 60s.
tic remarks following his address
a t UMa
During a question-and-answer
period following Jackson's ad-
dress, Brian Turner, who is Jew-
ish, asked Jackson if he had ever
referred to New York as "Hymie-
town," and why.
"Politicians sometimes have a
slip of the tongue, use slang and
say things they shouldn't," Turner
recalled Jackson as saying, and,
"As humans we should forgive and
forget and move on."
After the speech, Turner and
Alicia Fencer, who sat next to Turn-
er during the speech, went to a
reception for Jackson at UMaine
President Dale Lick's house
Jackson was greeting an uni-
dentified w within "four and a
half feet" w students
Accor(ii. 1()Turner and Fenc-
er, iacksoi d his conversation
with the s).3 !lent, "I have to see
my Jew Ix') -nd over here," tilt-
ing his he;t wards Turner.
Jacks (ifi ii approached the
two, hugg ::).ncer.
Tunic( ho said he was
shocked b), ; ickson's comment,
told Jackso 1 hope you didn't
take offen -t my question"
Accord. to Turner., Jackson
said , "You can take all the cheap
shots you want, but if you refer to
the New York telephone directory
and go to the "H" section, you'll
see a whole list of hymies."
Turner called the New York
Time and told them of Jackson's
comments, with Fencer and Wayne
Mitchell, student representative to
the Board of Trustees, corroborat-
ing his story.
A New York Times reporter
was on campus Friday interview-
ing sources for a story. tint as of
press time, the Tones has not pub-
lished anything about the incident.
On Sunday, the Times would not
comment on when and if the story
would run.
Hayes, students disagree on
comments
Reactions to the student's ac-
cusations have been varied. Ken
Hayes, chair of the political sci-
ence department, which sponsored
the Jackson visit, remains skepti-
cal
"I was at both events and I did
hear the question, but I was not
aware of any other interaction." he
said. "I'm not even sure why Turn-
er was at the reception --- student
government wasn't one of the in-
vited groups."
Turner is the treasurer of Stu-
dent Government.
According to Fencer, "as chair
of the Comprehensive Fee Pro-
gramming Committee, I was allo-
cated two invitations to the recep-
tion. Brian simply went as my
guest"
Fencer theorized there could
have been many uninvited guests
because "there was no form of
checking invitations at the door."
Hayes believes Turner's ques,
tion was unsuitable for the theme
of Jackson's speech.
"I think the question that was
placed by Turner was mean and
inappropriate in the occasion of
discussing harmony and cAtural
understanding," he said "Maybe
he didn't intend for it to be as nasty
as it was. The message presented
was a positive one and this tends to
sour that experience," he said.
According to Fencer, "The
question was posed to Rev. Jack-
son is such a way that Brian actu-
ally stated he was asking this as a
friend, not an enemy." .
Hayes believes that Turner's
question was "baiting," and that he
followed Jackson to Lick's house
to get a response. Fencer said all
Turner wanted was clarification
"It strikes me as so inappropri-
ate for a national political leader
like Jesse Jackson .. who has dealt
with so many people, that he would
be so angered by this question by a
student," Hayes said.
See JACKSON on page 16
Check it out!
Check out the spring fashion
supplement inside.
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The Maine Campus, Monday, April 29, 1991Saddam clings to power against all the oddsBy Ed BlancheAP News Analysis
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — With cunning,brute force and sheer luck, Saddam Husseinhas kept his grip on power And he lookslikely to keep it for the foriseeable future
To mark his 54th birthday Sunday; Iraq'sgovernment-run newspapers sang the presi-dent's praises in banner headlines. The rulingparty's newspaper, Al-Thawnt, hailed Sadd-am's "historic and unique leadership traitshis struggle in Iraq's glorious march."
The latest step in that "glorious march" --the Persian Gulf War—ended with the mostcrushing battlefield defeat any Arab ruler hassurrendered in nearly 25 years
Even though battered by the allies, Sadd-am managed to quell two internal rebellions
The Central Intelligence Agency conced-ed in a recent report that Saddain, whose
overthrow was publicly urged by PresidentBush, has reasserted his power in a way thatfew of his adversaries expected.
"I'd guess Saddam Hussein will be inpower after George Bush leaves power," Sen.Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo., said recentlyIraq was devastated in the war over Ku-wait, especially the ferocious round-the-clockallied bombing campaign.
Saddam was faced to accept what MiddleEast analyst Charles Snow calls "the mosthumiliating peace treaty since the Treaty ofVersailles" in 1919, in whioh a defeated Ger-many was carved up by the allies.
But the Gulf War allies' refusal to aid therebels who sought to topple Saddam—appar-ently because they did not want to see Iraqdismembered—allowed him to crush the post-
war revolts by Shiite Muslims and Kurds.
The ruling Arab Etaathist Socialist Partyhas been weakened by the uprisings in the
north and the south. But Saddam's all-perva-
sive security apparatus remains powerful in
the capital and the center of the country,
where the minority Sunni Muslims who sup-
port Saddam are concentrated.
Fear among Iraqis, particularly the Sun-
nis, that the rebels were going to fragment the
country helped Saddam crush the revolts.
Saddam's apparent agreement to give the
Kurds the autonomy for which they have been
struggling for decades may well be a ploy tobuy some time. Certainly he has broken prom-ises before.
The tentative pact serves to split the opposi-tion gnaups arrayed against him, particularly theKurds and Shiites, who posed the main threat
It is also aimed at heiping persuade the
allies to seek to lift the U.N.sanctions thathave squeezed .Iraq since August. This is
clearly one of Saddam's priorities.
Until Iraq can start selling oil again, it is
bankrupt. There can be no rebuilding, and nopurchases of food—a serious problem in a
country that has to import two-thirds of whatit eats.
The country's infrastructure is in ruins.Electricity is in short supply. Water is scarce.Food too, and prices are skyrocketing beyondthe reach of many people.
Sewage flows in the streets. Those hospi-tals still functioning are jammed with the sick,including hundreds of chi ldrensuffering fromdysentery hum drinking contaminated waterThere are teals of epidemics.
The scale of the human misery in a country
many consider the cradle of civilization is
such that most Iraqis are more concerned with
simply surviving than with seeking radicalpolitical change
But there are some signs that Saddam,
with little left in the treasury to buy his way out
of trouble, has been forced to loosen his gripCold War may be thawing, but spy wars heating upBy Ruth SinaiAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The KGB istaking advantage of the growing flow of trav-elers between the United States and SovietUnion to increase its spying on Americansand steal their secrets, U.S. officials say.
The KGB also recently resumed a cam-paign to discredit the United States in domes-tic and foreign newspapers, planting stories
such as one last month in a Zimbabwe news-paper that claimed the United States wasexporting condoms laced with AIDS-infect-ed lubricants, officials say.
This stepped-up activity appears to con-
tradict a seeming lull in KGB hostility, in-cluding almost idyllic scenes of Soviet agentssharing information on drug smuggling andon terrorism with the CIA.
U.S. officials were generally skeptical ofthis relaxation and now feel vindicated.
Notwithstanding the KGB's splashy newimage, complete with a Miss KGB contest anda TV series entitled "The KGB Tells All," U.S.analysts believe the organization remains ashostile as it was in its Stalinist heyday.
"The level of activity we have seen is ashigh as it's ever been," said Kay Mislock,head of the FBI's Soviet section. Not onlythat, but "access for the KGB to Americantargets has dramatically changed."
With the easing of Cold War tensions, the
number of tourists, students and businesspeople traveling back and forth across theAtlantic has grown significantly.
Two American students in Leningrad, forexample, reported recently they had been
approached and told that unless they agreed to
"start a relationship" with the Soviets, they
wouldn't be allowed to complete their stud-ies, Mislock said
The students reported the approach toU.S. security officials. But, Mislock said, theFBI has no way of knowing how many casesdon't get reported.
Several years ago, tens of thousands ofSoviets came to the United States annually;
now the numbers are in the hundredtrof thou-
sands, Mislock said.
The number of Soviet diplomats is also
steadily increasing - some 1,600 are posted atthe Soviet missions in New York, Washing-ton and San Francisco.
Victor Shemov, a sevior KGB operative
who defected in 1980, said his former boss,Vladimir Kryuchkov, is "an absolutely ruth-less man" who faithfully serves the Commu-
nist Party.
The KGB director served for more than adecade as head of the KGB's First ChiefDirectorate—the overseas spying department
—before being promoted to his present postin 1988
News BriefsMovie's theme to be food
NEW YORK (AP) — Eloise is search-ing for a man who excites her as much asbaked potato. Jackie says she doesn't have
a problem with food "if I just don't eat until
around... 11 at night."
They and the 36 other characters in the
movie "Eating" talk of love, marriage,
motherhood, careers, ambitions, fashions,But through it all they talk of food. Food is
an escape, a best friend, a worst enemy, a
substitute for love or acceptance, depend-able and non-judgmental.
AMHI decree hits a snag
AUGUSTA (AP) — The state judge
who approved the Augusta Mental HealthInstitute consent decree has called a meet-ing of both parties in the wake of a snag
over its implementation.
Superior Court Justice Bruce Chandler
made known his plans after rejecting a
request to temporarily block the transfer ofthe first six AMHI patients to be moved toprivate community facilities.
Democrats plan their issues
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratspromised Sunday to hammer PresidentBush on domestic issues in the 1992 cam-paign, and a Republican strategist said thepresident needs to come up with a domestic
agenda to answer them
Appearing on weekly televisioo inter-
view shows, both Republicans and bemo-crats agreed that the president's political
standing was strengthened by the allied
victory in the Gulf War,
Miami Heat player missing
MIAMI (AP) — A search was under
way Sunday for Alec Kessler, a Miami Heatbasketball player possible missing on a boattrip to the Bahamas, the U.S. Coast Guardsaid.
Although Kessler and his two compan-ionson the trip set no specific time to return,Coast Guard spokesman Carl V ite vitch said,
"We're going on the assumption that they're
missing."
Few blacks will share funds
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Blacks made
up 30 percent of the U.S. soldiers whohelped liberate Kuwait but have little sharein $50 billion worth of contracts to rebuildthe country, a top NAACP official says
"There are virtually no blacks sharing inthis economic bonanza," said William Big-
son, chairman of the board of the NationalAssociation for the Advancement of Col-ored People.
Protestor of ROTC attacked
LINCOLN, Neb. (CPS) — A day afterthe University of Nebraska-Lincoln FacultySenate asked the school to stop giving aca-demic credit for Reserve Officer TrainingCorps (ROTC) classes because ROTC won'tadmit gays, campus police arrested a 19-year-old ROTC cadet for attacking an anti-ROTC demonstrator
The cadet, whose name was notaeleased,allegedly jumped from a crowd of people
watching the April 11 demonstration againstROTC's ban on homosexuals, and kickedand punched UNL senior Scott Shanks
Loans don't affect lifestyles
BOSTON, Mass. (CPS) — Repaying
college loans doesn't seem to affect thelifestyles or "major life choices" of studentsafter they graduate, a study by two studentloan agencies claims.
"These loans did not cause economichardship," claimed Lawrence O'Toole, pres-ident of Nellie Mae, a company that "sells"student loans to banks and that cosponsoredthe survey of 1,440 borrowers with theMassachusetts Higher Education AssistanceCorporation.
Bush plans school reforms
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — Call-ing for all students to take national compe-tency tests, for basing federal aid to schoolson how well students do on the tests and fora slate of other changes, President GeorgeBush issued a report calling for broad school
reforms April 13.
The package of reforms, largely assem-bled by new U.S. Department of EducationSec Lamar Alexander, does include a rec-ommendation for slightly more federalspending on education.
Anti-gay club to reorganize
AMES; Iowa (CPS) — Iowa State Uni-versity student clubs coordinator Canal Cord-ell at least temporarily withdrew officialISU recognition of the Heterosexual Soci-ety, an anti gay campus group, because itrequired members to attest to their hetero-sexuality.
The heterosexual pledge, Cordell said,violated ISU's anti-discrimination policy.
Swiss women gain rights
APPENZEL.L, Switzerland (AP) —Women on Sunday joined men for the firsttime in the legislative assembly of Swit-
zerland's smallest state, which was or-dered by the country's Supreme Court toaccept them as voting members
The admission of women to the assem-bly in the state of Appenzell-Rhodes interi-or came 20 years after Swiss women wonthe vote on federal matters and 10 yearsafter the federal constitution was revised toinclude a formal equal rights amendment.
POWs refusing to go home
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) — About14,000 Iraqi prisoners of war have refusedto go home, the commander of Arab coali-tion forces said Sunday. Some sought Sau-di guns and aid to topple Saddam Hussein,but were rebutted, he said.
"We'll just abide by international lawon prisoners of war, which simply saysthey stay in their camps until either they goback home or they go to other countries,"said the commander, Li Gen. Khalid binSultan.
Youth paints memorial pink
PRAGUE, Czechoslavakia (AP) — Thelast Red Army tank in Czechoslovakiatook on a different hue Sunday.
The CM news agency reported tiletank, a monument to Soviet soldiers wholiberated Prague from Nazi troops in May1945, was painted pink by a young manwho showed police a fake slip from the citygovernment authorizing the work
.04
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Students approve one of three referendums
Cherie Condon, senior psychology major, cats her ballot at the Lnion Thursday.
(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
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By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
Students won't be spending an extra $11.25
next semester, since the two monetary refer-
endum questions were voted down Thursday.
But the third question, to broaden the
discrimination clause of the student govern-
ment constitution, was approved
Due to a complaint filed Friday afternoon
about the election procedures, the voting re-
sults have not yet been declared official. But
according to Bill Reed, Fair Election Practic-
es Commission chair, the complaint probably
won't effect the results
"If we (FEPC) don' t feel it (the complaint)
hurts the election results," Reed said, "then
they'll be made official
"Since I haven't met with the people who
filed the complaint, I can't disars the nature
of the it and the results can't be made official."
Reed expects that meeting to take place
Monday afternoon.
The only referendum question which
passed dealt with the discrimination clause of
student government's constitution.
It originally read, "No organization shall
be denied recognition by the student govern-
ment on the basis of religious, political, social
or sexual beliefs."
It now grants protection against discrimi-
nation on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, national origin or citizen-
ship status, age, handicap or veterans status
organizations.
Any change in their constitution must be
voted on by the student body.
Off-campus senator Ethan Strimling, who
sponsored the change, isn't aware of any
discrimination taking place in the past, but
said the chanyt• ha \ mholic significance.
"The term 'sexual beliefs' isn't important
today," Strimling said. "It has old-time con-
notations and implies that homosexuality is a
choice that people make. It feeds into old
paradigms.
"It's important to let people know that we
(student government) support quality in our
student body. Our society is becoming more
enlightened as it's important for us to follow
that trend," he said.
85 percent of the voters supported the
referendum. The other referendums didn't
meet with such a positive response.
Student government had hoped to raise
the activity fee another $5 per semester, from
$20 to $25. But 58 percent of the voters
opposed the move.
As a result, student government, who ad-
ministers the activity fee to various clubs,
organizations and boards, will probably have
to limit or end some of its newer activities, such
as book buy back or Thursday night at the Den.
The proposed mandatory Prism yearbook
fee would have required four installments of
$6.25 per student, who then would each re-
ceive a yearbook upon graduation
According to Prism editor Greg Wil-
liams, many schools, such as UTslliand Bates,
use a similar fee to fund their yearbooks.
"We're just asking the students to give us
a chance and we think that they will be pleased
with the results," Williams said. "Without the
fee, the yearbook doesn't have a chance."
But from the outset, the fee faced a lot of
opposition from students who weren't interest-
ed in purchasing a yearbook, even on a pay-
ment plan. The voters killed this referendum
question by an overwhelming M percent.
836 students voted on Thursday. Of those,
27 percent were off-campus students. Only
undergraduates were able to vote.
10012D/11
If you have borrowed through the Stafford
Loan (GSL) or Supplemental Loan for Students
(SLS) programs, you are required to attend
an exit loan counseling session prior to
your graduation this May. Loan counseling
sessions will be offered at the following times:
Monday, April 29 at 3:15 p.m.
Monday, April 29 at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 30 at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 30 at 7:00 p.m.
All sessions will be held in
120 Little Hall
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
NOTE: If you have borrowed from both the
Perkins NDSL program AND the Stafford GSI,
you need only attend one session.
tnr
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Maine seen as fertile ground for drug companiesLEWISTON,Maine (AP) — Three Maine
hospitals are combining resources and asking
others to join their effort to get drug manufac-
turers to consider using the state for clinical
trials of new drugs.
Central Maine Medical Center in Lewist-
on, Mid Maine Medical Center in Waterville
and Kennebec Valley Medical Center in Au-
gusta have formed Northern New England
Clinical Trials, Inc. to carry out the effort.
Three other hospitals in the region - Maine
Medical Center in Portland, Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor and Dartmouth-
Hitchcock Medical Center in Hanover, N.H. -
have been invited to participate.
If successful, the venture could benefit the
state's hospitals, physicians and patients, who
would gain access to new therapies before
they become available to the public at large
John W. Norton of Bridgton, president of
Northern New England Clinical Trials, said
Maine's geography and demographics could
be attractive to companies seeking to test new
drugs
"Maine has something like the third or
fourth oldest population in the nation," he
said. "Our elderly population is useful be-
cause there's a lot of drug development and
tailoring done for the geriatric population"
Another plus for Maine, according to
Norton, is a less transient population that
tends to stay longer in one location.
When organizing drug trials that can go
on for a year or more, pharmaceutical manu-
facturers seek a population from which they
are less likely to lose patients whose results
they plan to monitor in follow-ups, he said.
Proximity to Boston, home of Massachu-
setts General Hospital and other institutions
known for their eminent researchers and cli-
nicians, also raises the likelihood that Maine
would be chosen as a test site, Norton said.
"They want a well-respected name head-
ing up their studies and that person would still
come from Boston," he said. While it is "not
unthinkable" that an entire study could be
done in Maine, it would be more likely that the
state would be selected as a "satellite center."
"What Maine's geography has, quite frank-
ly, is that we're pretty close to Boston."
Norton emphasized the need for meticu-
lous record-keeping by those involved in the
studies, which are carefully scrutinized by the
Food and Drug Administration.
"(The companies) want a place where all
the FDA requirements are met. The FDA will
look at every record," he said.
While the trials would bring financial
gains to hospitals and doctors, patients whose
conditions show no signs of improvement
could also benefit.
"Almost always, there are patients who are
not doing well on their existing therapies,"
Norton said. They would be recruited by doc-
tors and would have to give informed consent
before they could participate in the trials.
The project also would help keep Maine
physicians abreast of the latest therapies and
techniques, Norton said
"It's the best possible continuing educa-
tion," he said "It's a great way for them to
keep up"CUNY students force class cancellations at nine campusesBy Eric Coppolino and BJ. Hoeptner
College Press Service
In the most emphatic and radical response
to some of the massive tuition hikes being
announced nationwide for next fall, students
at at least nine campuses of the City University
of New York (CUNY) forced the cancellation
of classes and took over buildings the second
week of April.
Enraged by New York Gov. Mario Cuo-
mo's call to raise tuition by $500 per semes-
ter, lay off faculty and staff members and
slash state aid by $400 million, students at
one CUNY campus - City College - took over
five buildings.
At the same time, students at Borough of
Manhattan Community College, Lehman
College, Hunter College, 'Wm Community
College, Hostos Community College, New
HELP 
 WANTED 
The Maine Campus is looking for a Circulation
Manager for next fall. The manager will be
responsible for picking up papers at the printers in
Ellsworth and distributing them on campus. A vehicle
will be provided. Must have Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings free from 9am-12pm
Contact Rich or Eric at 581-1272 for more information
A Seguinos Restaurant presents special hours
for all the Moms and Grads
ut N
MOMS & GRADS
GRADUATION
DAY
MOTHER'S
DAY
Saturday, May 11 Sunday, May 12
12 noon to 10 p.m. 12 noon to 8 p.m.
735 Main Street, Bangor
Call 942-1240 for reservations
York City Technical College and Brooklyn
College chained and barricaded themselves
inside administration and academic build-
ings.
"They can't ignore this," said Rafael Al-
varez, president of City College's Day Stu-
dent Government.
Like those at CUNY, students in at least a
dozen states may be facing tuition hikes of
more than 10 percent next fall.
In early April, for example, Virginia com-
munity college students, who already have
faced two tuition hikes this term, learned they
will have to endure a 17.5 percent jump.
The nine-campus University of California
system will increase its fees by 40 percent.
In mid-March, trustees of one of the larg-
est college systems in the U.S.—the 19-cam-
pus California State University system —an-
nounced they were raising fees by 20 percent
for next fall.
The State University ofNew York, which is
the biggest system in the land, will cost students
60 percent mote next year, while Massachusetts
Gov. William Weld in February imposed yet
another-tuition hike—the fifth in two years—on
public campus students in his state
All of hikes, of course, were prompted by
the budget emergencies in at least 20 states,
where the recession has drama tically decreased
the amount of tax money local governments
have collected.
As a result, the state governments have
less money to spend on everything from roads
to schools.
Left with less money from their states,
public colleges must then slash their own
spending and raise money from other sources
such as students.
Students, on the other hand, protest they
can ill afford to pay more for college.
Cal State's fee hike may keep 10,000 to
43,000 students from enrolling next fall, the
California Postsecondary Education Com-
mission and the State Assembly Committer
on Higher Education estimated April 8.
"What (Cuomo) is doing is closing the
doors to access for thousands of students in
the CUNY system," City College's Alvarez
maintained. "If students can't make it at
CUNY, where eLse can they go?"
CUNY Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds a greed
"The City University has clearly expressed
its opposition to the proposed $500 tuition
increase and budget cuts to Albany officials,"
Reynolds said in a statement April 9.
"I understand the deep concern the stu-
dents feel, but this does not justify the obstruc-
tion of classes and access to college facili-
ties," she continued.
Nevertheless, protesters forced Manhat-
tan Community College, Hostos Community
College and City College in Harlem to cancel
classes April 11. Hunter College President.
Paul LeClerc suspended all students occupy
ing the campus' East Building
ilparinienti forl'all
Walking distance
to Campus
866-2516
Wouldn't a bike go good
with a diploma?
Tel# 866-3525 - 36A Main Street Orono, ME
'''.!*11112.2•Pg' -
or.
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UMaine officer sees himself as an educator
By Michael Reagan Faerber said he follows a nornialschedu I e
Staff Writer on days off, so going back to work also means
getting back on an 8-4 schedule again.
Officer Robert Faerber may never get used Faerber works on West Campus along
to working the 8 to 4 a.m. foot patrol as West with Officer William Mitchell as part of the
Campus, but it has some advantages for him. UMaine police foot patrol.
Since Faerber's day ends as the campus' day On average weekdays there are 3-4 offie-
is just beginning, he says he can avoid crowds ers on foot patrol, and around 5 officers work-
while shopping or playing golf during the mid- ing on weekends, according to Sergeant Lau
day while everyone else is at work or claws. rie Sproul of UMPD.
"I've adjusted as well as anyone can," he While Faerber and most of the foot patrol
said, although he is "constantly fighting" to officers' shifts end at 4 a.m., there is always a
stay on a schedule the rest of the world does "lag officer" as well as officers in cruisers
not follow, around campus. These officers help to provide
He noted that people may complain about 24-hour coverage of the UMaine campus.
noise at 1 in the morning, but he can't corn- Faerber's first job as a police officer was
• plain if a construction crew is outside his three years on motor and foot patrol at Rens-
house at 10 in the morning. salyer Polytechnical Institute in New York.
Two campuses say they're
(CPS) — In what could be a signal of
things to come for students around the nation,
Cornell University and the University of Penn-
sylvania announced they may have to aban-
don their policies of meeting all of their stu-
dents' financial needs.
Less dramatically, other relatively wealthy
private schools also admit they are having
trouble guaranteeing aid to all their students.
"It is conceivable that we would run out of
financial aid," Cornell Provost Malden
Nesheim told the school's Board of Trustees
on March, "and it is conceivable at that time
we would have to say we do not have any
more grant money."
If it does, Cornell and the other schools
would lose a major marketing tool in helping
students finance tuition expenses that can
exceed $80,000 for four years.
Without the financing, many students pre-
sumably would have to go to other, less
expensive schools.
As many as 25 percent of the nation's
independent campuses promise to guarantee
finding enough grants and loam for each
student to pay for tuition, estimates Frank
Balz of the National Institute of Independent
Colleges and Universities in Washington, D.C.
Schools began guaranteeing that aid
dents about 10 years ago, when the. gover
began slashing its direct grants to student!
But such programs can be very expci
for colleges, which get the money to grt
loan to students from earnings on in
ments, alumni donations and, of course,
pther students' tuition payments_
Yale University, for example, said -it
raising its prices by 6.6 percent for next year
in part to raise money for the $17.8 million it
will be giving in aid to students.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy announced in March that it, too, would
raise its tuition, room and board rates by 7.4
percent to maintain its "need-blind" admis-
sions program.
Some schools aren't sure even tuition
increases can help save their programs.
"I'll be surprised if we can fund every
one's (aid) requests for next year," said Fred
Newberger, aid director at Vermont's Mid-
dlebury College, which at $20,300 for tuition
and fees per year is often cited as among the
nation's most expensive colleges.
With other campus costs rising and more
students needing more aid, Neube-rger dctesn t
think many schools will be able to continue
guaranteeing aid for long.
"You can only do so much," he said "I
think this has been coming for a long tit
Cornell, like Middlebury, says it greed:.
met its students' financial needs for this yr
But in recent months officials have N
talking about the inevitability of an "a4
deny" policy. With it, Cornell would car
He worked days as an investigator for two
years as well, his only 9-5 job.
All together, Faerber has worked 1 1 years
on foot patrol since he started at RPI. But he
adds that he would take a day job "in a
minute."
Among the other jobs he has held includes a
job with the New York State Youth division,
where he worked along with his wife, Lynn.
They worked with 8-10 court-appointed teen-
agers with behavioral problernsforsevesal years.
In 1980, he and his wife decided "to give
it go" and move to Maine after considering
other career choices
"We stumbled into a whole lot of nice
people, and we're here for the duration," he said
Farber also takes classes at UMaine when
the right ones are offered and is two courses
running out of
to admit students without considering their
ability to pay tuition, but may not grant all
students the full amount of their needs.
Similarly, Penn officials said they would
decide next January whether they'll continue
their need-blind admissions policy.
Penn has increased aid funding by the same
percentage every year that it increased- tuition,
away from his bachelor's degree
He sees his job as a "police officTx/ educa-
tor," teaching students about the law and an-
swering their questions as well as reporting it
Faerber said the cover of night provides
more opportunities for cases of criminal mis-
chief than during the day
"There's definitely more sulxstance abuse,"
he added.
One of the positive changes he said he has
noticed at UMaine is "the greater respect for
the police department, which is also present
on other campuses too."
When he first started working as a campus
police officer, "we seemed to be a kind of
necessary evil," he said.
"Now, people really want someone around
to assist them," he said.
student aid
and has tripled the amount of its funds it grants
to its students, but over the same period, en-
dowment funding of financial aid has only
increased slightly, administrators say.
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The Maine Campus, Monday, April 29, 1991Arnold tells Augusta, America to shape upBy Cynthia Kopp
Staff Writer
AUGUSTA — "My goal and my dream is
to, make the '90s a fitness decade," Arnold
Schwarzenegger said ', ais visit Wednes-day to the Universi t'. \ at Augusta as pan
of the Governor's I ,t1; ALecure Series.
After little more than .ir as chairman of
the President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports. Schwarzenegger is embarking on
a 50-state tour to promote physical fitness for
America's youth.
Possessing more titles than any body-builder in history and starring in some of
Hollywood's most successful films, Sch war
z.enegger is one of the world's most recog-
nized individuals.
"Arnold's mission is particularly impor-
tant because all too often, both in our individ-
ualized lives as well as society, we fail to
make exercise a priority," said Governor John
McKeman in his introduction
"When I looked at the youth and whatlevel (of physical fitness) our youth is in, it
was a very, very sad story," Schwarzenegger
said.
Fifty percent or more of the children in this
country are recognized as having signs of one
or more cardiovascular risk factors, such ashigh cholesterol, high blood pressure, obesity
and high stress, according to Schwarzeneg-
Arnold Schwarzenegger speaks to a crowd in Augusta last week concerning physicalfitness. (Photo by Robert liennigar.)
ger, and 50 percent or more cannot run a mile
in le% than 10 minutes.
"When you compare the nati(n's fitness
level among our youth with other countries, we
fail to rank in the top 20," Schwarzenegger said.
Maine is the 19th state on the tour and
Schwarzenegger said fitness is a very impor-
tant issue. He said he is tired of hearing
schools blaming budget constraints for inad-
equate physical education programs.
"It doesn't cost money to do push-ups or
sit-ups, it doesn't cost anything to teach our
children to do some exercises while they're
watching TV instead of running during com-
mercial time to the refrigerator to stuff their
face with junk food," he said
He does not believe schools and the gov-
ernment can do it without help.
"What we need more than anything today
is parents' participation," he said.
He said the time of parents coming home
and saying, "I don't have time for my kids" is
over, especially when statistics show the av-
erage American watches 20 hours of televi-
sion a week.
"I think that the time is (now) when par-
ents should turn off the television sets and
spend 30 minutes a day of physical education
with their children," he said
Schwarzenegger said he believes in phys-
ical education homework.
"The children have to realize that we have
to exercise every day. Don't waste your time
in front of the television set," he said.
He said the countries that are ahead of the
United States in physical education are also
ahead in academic education
Nationally, the state of Maine is below
average in physical fitness.
"This is why it was very important for me
to come to this state and help out with the
situation.
"You have a governor here that believes
100 prAcatnt in youth and in fitness, in physical
education and academic education," he said
Governor McKernan has promised to cre-
ate a governor's council on physical fitness
and sports.
Physical education is not just for develop-
ing the body, but for giving important lessonsin life, Schwarzenegger said.
"It teaches them about camaraderie, disci-
pline, self-esteem," he said.
-Those things will enable our children
much more to stay away from drugs, from
alcohol abuse, tobacco, and all those things
than anything else," he said.
However, when asked whether he consid-
ers himself the best role model for these
children because of his violent movies,Schwarzenegger said he had not set himself
up as a role model.
"First of all, I didn't pick myself as a role
model, the children picked me, and the chil-dren admire what I do," he said.
He said he does not like to combine his
movies and fitness.
"We believe in what the motto is of the
United Negro College Fund; "The mind is a
terrible thing to waste,' but we also believe at
the same time that the body is a terrible thing
to waste," Schwarzenegger said.
"My agenda is to make America healthy.
I'm doing it as a charitable thing. I don't
receive any money, even for my travels," he
said.
Schwarzenegger will be touring 25 states
this year, ending May I at the White House for
the Great American Workout. He will com
plete the last 25 states next year.
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Students message:
no new fees
Students Thursday voted-down a proposed new year-
book fee and a hike in the Activity Fee.
In the case of the Activity fee, it was a close vote; the
yearbook fee was clobbered by almost a seven-to-one margin.
Students have spoken up on fees: they're tired of paying
them, and they want some responsibility shown for any new
fees they're going to be charged.
Which bring; us to the point of the Comprehensive Fee,
which has been hiked by $10 for each semester, and the new
Technology Fee, which will cost students $2 per credit-hour.
These are fees students had no say about. We venture to
guess, if they had, these fees wouldn't have been hiked or
installed in the first place.
The administration can sing the praises of the Comprehen-
sive Fee until they're blue in the face, but they are yet to
convince us the feels truly for the benefit of students. Also, the
new Technology Fee was passed because the Board of Trustees
thought there should be such a fee at all seven University of
Maine System campuses.
Never mind the fact that UMaine has no idea what it's going
to do with the money yet — or even how they're going to spend
it. All we students need to know is that it's good for us.
Perhaps the administration and BOT should pay heed to the
message sent by students last Thursday: we're tired of paying
fees, and we want the madness to stop. (DHV)
Stop wasting our time
Last Wednesday, University of Maine administrators
and directors met to discuss the future of the university.
Though the title of the panel ("Where is the University of
Maine Going?") was one of extreme importance, the discussion
did not parallel with the purpose of the meeting.
Yes - it was decided by the panel that there are much more
important issues going other than budget cuts, and that those
issues have to be addressed.
Ys - various members of the panel said the needs of non-
traditional students inust be met, and that in general, more
student advising must available.
And yes - the same old issue of athletics versus academics
was brought up and debated, but of course, nothing was decided.
Overall, nothing new was said, and nothing concrete was
decided to help the future of UMaine.
Recently, it seems there has been a lot of hot air exchanged
among people in leadership roles affiliated with the university,
but nothing has ever been accomplished.
At least, nothing has been done lately, and that is what
counts today.
If the reason the panel got together was not to brainstorm and
search for solutions to help rectify the mess UMaine is in, then
what was the purpose of the meeting?.
If people want to know what is wrong at UMaine, the easiest
and least expensive way is to just ask around. Ask students,
faculty and staff what the university needs, and ask for sugges-
tions on how to go about doing it.
Unfortunately, many of the "solutions" proposed by those
in charge of this mei versity never get past the "panel discussion"
stage, which seems, all too often, to be nothing but a waste of
time, energy and money. (ECH)
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A sober look at Bumstock,
from someone who really was
Despite the mobs of people at
Bumstock, there's always a few in-
dividual glimpses of people or mo-
ments, that grab a hold of you and
say, "This is pretty disturbed."
In the middle of all the crowds
and the high-decibel racket, once in
a while, there's stuff that just
wouldn't happen any other time if
the year.
There were many for me, but the
couple making out on the grass in
front of Hilltop Parking Lot was a bit
obvious. They were beyond getting
a room, far beyond getting broken
up at a high school dance with their
slow Stevie Wonder-ish head turns
and a vacuum-seal lip lock I think
the several hundred people who
walked by should have shouted baby
names to the couple as they passed.
But that's the Bumstock experi-
ence I was one of the few who
remember a lot because, yes, I was
sober. For many, Bumstock, for all
its joys, is thickly clouded by an
alcoholic/drug haze that few can
penetrate.
"Remember when you puked
next to the pine tree?" a friend asks.
"Well, not really," may he a com-
mon reply. It's such a good time,
such a tremendous time, everyone
drinks them.selves silly
Bumsnx:k memories will be cher-
ished years from now because many
participants are lucky if they re-
member anything at all It's pan of
the fun waking up drunk on Satur-
day, having your dorm room turn
into a homeless shelter. It's fire
alarms early in the morning, strang-
ers galore, it's being Mitch Snyder
for the Bumstock masses. Dorm
rooms on the Hill become outposts
of civilization, with RA's roaming
around on patrol, hoping no big par-
ties or party g( is will be found whiic
Michael
Reagan
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they're on the job
Another great Bunistockremem-
brance of mine was the guy freak-
ing out in front of the stage during a
guitar solo that afternoon "Yeah!!
Yeahh!!" he kept shouting. The
problem was the guitar solo con-
sisted of two chords for about five
minutes straight. But he kept jump-
ing around, waving his arms, acting
like he was listening to something
really good. Everyone else jtrastood
and watched Yeah.
The few Bumstock memories
that will be remembered will also
be changed by the experience itself,
where a repetitive two-chord solo
turns into the Hendrix Experience
There's a great degree of unreality
to Kunst oc k, because if such bands
were so unbelievable; so incredi-
ble, they wouldn't be here But that's
the myth; funnel a few times and
your whole perspective changes,
it's a new look at reality.
The greatest degree of unreality
occurs when people thrashed around
in front of the stage, oblivious to
everyone they knocked heads with
Fred and Ginger were slam danc-
ing on an empty dance floor, or so
they thought. Actually there weren't
many Gingers spazzing and step-
ping on people's feet The Freds
were bad enough. There's nothing
more self-centered than someone
dancing in a crowd like there is no
one else around.
Other vignettes fall under the
select category of "Who the Hell are
these people anyway?" One mo-
ment you're standing next to junior
high kids smoking butts and then
you run into the "Freedom Rock"
Gang.
They ' re old, they're quite young,
they don't go to school here. Many
of them weren't really paying atten-
tion to the concerts, anyway. It was
like a high school basketball game,
where most people's attention is on
the activity in the seats, not on the
court.
It's quite a sight to see hordes of
unwashed, unshaved humanity with
their own unique look Some guys
there give "Captain Crunch" a new
meaning altogether.
Bumstock is a kind of "Field of
Dreams," really. A concert is held in
sonic obscure place and all these
people appear magically from no-
where, people everyone thought was
dead, or at least at another school.
They lay their blankets in front of
the stage, play frisbee, and get ham-
mered. Then people come from miles
around, for no apparent reason, to
see all the strange people and listen
to the music
Then, when all the Bumstock
goers get bored, they head for the
trees and disappear into them for a
little more fun. Every year there
may he some problems, people won-
der if it anyone is really interested,
but people come, they most defi-
nitely come..
Michael Reagan is a history-jour-
nalism nuijorfrom Portland, Maine,
who thinks UMaine 's motto should
be you're so great, what al'e you
doing here?"
Summer Fashion '9
h, summer. Lazy
days spent on the
sand, a dip in the
ocean, a stroll along the
beach with the family dog.
Maybe a walk along a trail is
in order. Warm nights, too,
time for rest and relaxation
with friends and family.
Summer means many
things, including an annual
onslaught of new choices in
swimwear, activewear, and
accessories.
We at The Maine Campus
realize what a trial it can be
to keep up with the latest
fashions, so, in conjunction
with several area business-
es, we've cut through the
racks and displays, show-
casing what's hot for Sum-
mer 1991.
Take a look — here's the
clothes that make The Maine
Campus Summer Fashion
'91.
111110,144,-.$1kNIV.I.0.2.01•Mieviws
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Front page: Pete wears Patagonia shorts and carries a kayak oar fi
Coleen wears a Ocean Pacific blue and yellow swimsuit from the Ski
Clockwise top left: Kim is wearing a black Daffy swimsuit with a coloi..
hand is a pink Daffy sport dress and Panama Jack sunglasses from Levi
models a yellow floral mini
-dress with large fucia flower, the dress has
neckline by Star of India from Gloria's Boutique; Coleen wears a multi
Pacific bikini from the Ski Rack; Leah displays a black and white finger
Grasshopper Shop; Katie enjoys the cool Maine ocean while modeling a
Daffy bikini from Levinsky's; Leah models a natural colored straw hat from
a Necessary Objects cotton/1),m white and floral print body suit from The
Shop; Pat shows off while balancing on a fence post wearing yellow Nike
blue/green plaid Traffic bag pants, a Sportmaster windbreaker and Panama .1
es from Levinsky's; Jacqui wears a purple floral print dress, three-quarter
with v-neck by Star of India from Gloria's Boutique
Photography by John Baer assisted by Damon Kiesow and Mid
All photographs were shot on location at Sand Beach, Acadia Na
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Clockwise from top right: Ka-
tie wears a cream colored Hal-
ston sweater, a green/purple Co-
lumbia windbreaker, khaki col-
ored Columbia shorts; a blue/
pink Jansport fanny pack, Wig-
wam socks and Hi-Tec hiking
boots from Levinsky's; Pete is
wearing a red/blue Body Glove
wet shorts from the Ski Rack;
Kim wears a pink Panama Jack t-
shirt, a white Ivy skirt, pink
Slouch socks and white/purple
Reebok pumps, she holds a black
Jansport backpack from Levin-
sky's; Pat wears Traffic bag
pants, a blue X -Statx tank-top, an
orange Eastpak fanny pack, and
white/red Reebok Pump sneak-
ers from Le v insky 's; Leah wears
a black/white polka dot Jumping
Joy Sports Wear outfit with a
white jacket from The Grass-
hopper Shop.
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University College student named to academic team
By Wendy Wincote
Spedal to the Campus
A non-traditional student in the Universi-
ty College's Health Information Technology
program was selected last week as one of
America's 6() top academic talents in a two-
year college.
Donna Miller, 39, of Carmel, was recog-
nized by USA Today in cooperation with Phi
Theta Kappa, honorary fraternity, arid the
American Association of Community and
Jui lior Colleges.
The winners were selected, in a three-step
judging process, by panels of educators as-
sembled by Phi Theta Kappa.
Miller's name was submitted by Susan
Benson, Chair of the Health Information Tech-
nology program, for first-step consideration
by Dean David DeFroscia and three profes
sots at University College.
"Donna is not only an outstanding stu-
dent, she's a person who cares. The first class
I had with her was about legal imues in
healthcare. Donna would not only read the
assignments, she'd do outside reading on the
subject on ha own.
"She does not just learn facts for a test
Donna truly understands the principle behind
the concept and she applies it. It's a pleasure
to work with her — and I stress the word
'with'," Benson said
"I was shocked when I won," Miller said.
'I was up against some really strong candi-
dates" She found out at the end of last
semester that a 500-word essay describing a
highlight oilier college experience was need-
ed immediately to go on to the next round of
competition.
Miller described a month long clinical
practicurn spent at Mid-Maine Medical Cen-
ter in Waterville last summer
"It was such a rewarding experience," she
recalled. "I got to use every bit of knowledge
I had learned in my courses and from my own
life. At first, I Was afraid to offer my opinion,
even when asked, but soon lrealized I had the
most up-to-date theoretical knowledge on
legal issues and other important subjects."
That essay, her 3.98 cumulative GPA and
acti vines such as peer tutoring won her a place
on the All-USA Academic third team. She has
already received a scholarship offer to com-
plete her four-year degree at the University of
Texas at Tyler. She is unsure whether she will
accept the offer.
The library will not be holding
special hours for finals week.
Hours are 8-12 Mon.-Thu., 8-10
Fri., 10-10 Sit., and 10-12 Sun.
THE TRADITION
CONTINUES...
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity will he returning to the
University of Maine in August 1991. Representatives
will be on campus April 29th and April 30th, 1991. If
you are interested In a challenging opportunity for
leadership, personal growth and lifetime friendships,
please come talk to us at our information table at the
Memorial Union.
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
over 151 years of excellence
Miller is the single patent of two children.
Her daughter, Peggy, 18, is a senior at Her-
mon High School who has already won a
scholarship to Revere College in Nashua,
New Hampshire. Her son, Ryan, 17, has one
more year of high school to complete. Miller
said she wants them to have the kind of
support they have given her.
"My kids have been tremendous. When I
VMS really frustrated, Peggy would say, 'Mom,
you gotta do it. You can't give up.' We share
the cooking, rotate the chores. We study to-
gether and all of our grades have improved,"
Miller said.
Her ideal scenario after graduation is to
work for one year as an accredited records
technician before completing her four year
degree.
"Nothing else will prepare me as well for
higher classes," she said.
Eventually, Miller hopes to get her mas-
ter's degree in public or health administration
and to work in ambulatory medicine or long-
term Cafe.
"I can't believe how much I've alirady
accomplished Two and one-half years ago,!
was laid off from my job as an administrative
assistant when Taylor Hospital closed. But
when I looked for other jobs, I was either
'overqualified' or 'qualified but unarden-
tilled.' I knew I had to get a degree," Miller
said.
Miller receives scholarship assistance from
the Senior Alumni, the Thursday Club and the
Maine Medical Record Asslaiation. In 1990,
she was recognized as the Maine Hospital
Association Student of the Year.
"College has helped me grow so much as
a person. It has been the greatest experience of
my life. The hardest part has been providing
the stability my kids need. But the encourage-
ment from my kids and my teachers and
groups like the Senior Alumni has been won-
derful. I know this opportunity was given to
me so I could really do something with my
life," Miller said.
According to Benson, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor has named medical records
among the top ten career fields now and into
the next century. "Maine has a sh i.,e of
formally trained health infonnatioi
sionals with either two- or four-yew
and must usually recruit from ow the
state. Donna will have no tmuble findiniajob
in Maine or anywhere she wants to go,"
Benson said.
1991 BSN
STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force imniet.liately
after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You can earn great benefits
as an Air Force nurse officer. And if selected during your
senior year, you may qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your country while you
serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-11SAF
.CIOUNTRy
NftKITCHEN
SALES SUPERVISOR
Country Kitchen Bakers is searching for Sales Supervisors. If you possess a high
school diploma, 2-3 years of Route Saks experience with at least one of those years
in supervisory role, we would like to speak to you. B.S. Degree in Mainagement may
be substituted for supervisory experience.
We offer a very competitive compensation package, including-
+ Company Car
+ Health Care Plan
+ Dental Plan
+ Eye Care Plan
+ Life Insurance
+Profit Sharing Retirement Man
+ 401 (k) Retirement Plan
+ Scholarship Plan
+ Paid Holidays
+ Vacation
Qualified applicants, please submit resume with cover letter stating salary require-
ments to
Tony Nedik
Director/Human Resources
F. K. Lepage Bakery, Inc.
P.O. Box 1900
Auburn, ME 04211-1900
"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER'
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Before you put on your cap and gown, there's still timeto lake advantage of the great student price on an IBMPersonal System/2.a
Whether you need to create impressive papers,
- graphics and spreadsheets for school, or business
reports for work, or even resumes, the PS/20 comespreloaded with Software that will let you do just that.And it has a mouse to make it easy to use. Plus, thereare added tools like a notepad, calendar and ca- rdfile -even games. ArNI it's expandable so it can grow withyou throughout graduate school or on the job:
civerrisement
_Auldeitimmemommiumwouumammi
__. _
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While you're still a student, affordable loanpayments are also available with the IBM PS/2 Loanfor Learning. And on a different note, you can get agreat low price on the Roland® Desktop Music System.
- Graduation means saying a lot of good-byes. Butbefore you do, there's
still time to check into a great
student price on a PS/2.* See
what you can do with a PS/2
today - and what it can do for
you tomorrow.
For More Information Contact Your Student
Campus Representative:
Marc Inman or Jay Henderson (207) 581-2569
Microcomputer Resource Center
11 ShiblesHall
Orono, Maine 04469
his offer is available to qualiOed college students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating cainpw,
outlets, IBM 1-800-222-7257 or IBM Authorized PC Dealers certified to ivrnarket IBM Selected Academic Solutions. Orders are subject to availability.
Prices are subject to change, anti IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without notice.. ®IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks
of International Business Machiiles Corporation. Roland is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation, U.S.®IBM •tion I I--
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Panel discusses UMaine's future
from page 1
Don Canning, discussion moderator,
asked if there would be a point at which
alternatives to tuition incteases would be
considered in dealing with the financial prob-lems.
Woodbury said there should be lessdependency on tuition and a greater reli-
ance on state appropriations But in the lasttwo years, state appropriations have trailed
off, and in order to maintain the quality of
education, tuition increases became an is-
sue.
"Come May, it will depend on what thelegislature says our very reduced piece of
the pie is," Wood said.
All panel members said they had a strong
commitment to maintaining UMa ine's qual-ity of education. They said another impor-
tant aspect to consider would be the assess-
ment of advising at the university.
"The people you want advising are those
who do a good job of it, not merely who you
can pay to do it," Christensen said,
Mixed reactions
to warnings of
Rock music peril
By Francis X. Quinn
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA (AP) — Cnisaders against
the evils of rock'n'roll drew a mixed reaction
when they brought their campaign to Maine
Joan Skillin of Kezar Falls, who brought
her 13-year-old son, his 14-year-cld friend
and two of her younger children to view the
show, said the presentation left her convinced
that the warnings were on track.
"I wanted to find out More about today's
rock music and how it affects our kids," she
said.
"I believe a lot of this rock music today
promotes suicide and drugs and sex."
But Tracey Howe, 15, of Buckfield, at-
tending the event with other members other
youth group, said she found the prese. ntadon
heavy-handed.
"They say they're not trying to tell tis what
to listen to, but basically they are," she said.
"Some of the music is satanism, yeah, and
I don't listen to it."
A crowd variously estimated at 300 and
500 turned out Saturday at the Augusta Civic
Center for a multi-media production orga-
nized by Reel to Real Ministries of New
England that urged teen-agers lo turn their
hacks on violence- and drug-ridden cultural
themes.
"Anybody that's here that's paying atten-
tion is going to change," predicted promoter
Michael Linkenbach of Fairfield, a former
disc jockey who said he had embraced born-
again Christianity in the music he favors these
days.
,4 The ministries' master of ceremonies,
Mark Cisto, led a mostly teen-age and gener-
ally hushed audience through the darker side
of rock, citing recurrent references in many
songs to death, suicide and deviltry while
video images of rock stars glinted off a movie
screen and percussion-driven tunes poured
out of powerful speakers.
His group's "Hell's Bells: The Dangers of
Rock-nlRoll" is available to chUrches and
youth groups
Linkenbach, meanwhile, explained his
view that there are few if any safe Or salutary
areas in current rock music, only differing
shades and degrees of danger.
He said more inclusive help must be
provided to students who may not be aware
of the many programs available to them.
They need to know the many choices they
have.
Hitt said some students drop out of school
because they feel no one cares or they aren't
receiving good advice. He said retention of
students over a five-year period is 50 per-
cent, and it would be a good investment of
time and money to improve student advis-
ing.
Christensen also stated there has been an
incre_ase in the number of non-traditional
students attending UMaine. He said all have
individual needs, and they need advisors
who will take time to go through the options
available to them.
Many non-traditional students have
time constraints because they work during
the day or may be long-distance commut-
ers.
He said many non -traditionals would
like to have all of their classes in one or two
days, or in the evenings, in order to meet the
demands of other obligations. Christensen
said UMaine must move in a direction to
meet those needs, while making sure they
still receive a quality education to obtain
their degrees.
Regarding the ensuring of a quality edu-
cation, Canning asked how much money
was spent on athletics, and how that fit into
the university's priorities.
"There is no direct link between success
in athletics and quality of academics,"
Woodbury said.
He said the most important budgetary
decision was made when UMaine decided
to be a Division I school. Woodbury said if
UMaine is to be in that division, then the
money must be spent to support it. He said
it is important to have programs comparable
to other schools'.
Another issue raised was the expansion
of Alfond Arena. Canning said sports facil-
ities built with private funding must be
matched with state funding for maintenance.
However, at UMaine, there is a high level of
deferred maintenance.
Charles Rauch said the ROT agonized
over the decision of the expansion of Alfond
Arena until they were assured it could be
adequately operated and maintained.
Woodbury said he is skeptical of invest-
ment in construction of new buildings. He
said the university must think in terms of
renovation of what it has, rather than expan-
sion
Regardless of what the best way is to
improve UMaine, Hitt said in many areas,
we are not expecting enough of one another. '
If the faculty is not expecting enough from
students, he said, then the students aren't
going to care very much.
"I think we' need to work on demanding
more of one another. We would increase our
status as a quality institution if it were known
we were working on this," he said
.0. ...Dn..
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Search continues
after killer tornado
By Michael Bates
Associated Press Writer
ANDOVER, Kan. (AP) — The sky over
this tornado-devastated town threatened rain
and more storms Sunday as people pulled
apart the wreckage of a mobile home park,
searching for more possible victims
The death toll fell Sunday to 23 instead
of the 29 reported Saturday as authorities
identified bodies and discovered some fatal-
ities had been counted more than once. An-
dover Mayor Jack Finlason said 14 people
died in his town rather than 20.
Three people were killed in Oklahoma
and the other victims died in Wichita and
three outlying Kansas counties as at least 48
twisters ripped across the two states Friday
night. More than 200 people were injured
and hundreds of homes were destroyed.
Up to 1,500 Andover residents were left
homeless by the tornado, the first to strike
the town since 1958.
President Bush urged Americans on Sun-
day to pray for the victims of the deadly
tornadoes and promised to "do whatever we
can to help." He paused as he left a church in
Washington to exprei-s his sorrow for the
victims.
Fourteen people died when the Golden
Spur Mobile Home Park in this Wichita
suburb was leveled. Among the victims were
a father and son, an elderly widow, a hus-
band and wife and two single women.
"It's a solid, middle-class, blue-collar
bunch of people," said Richard Peckham,
one of the owners of the 400-resident, 40-
acre mobile home court.
The last body found was a man — dis-
covered by his wife as she searched for
belongings.
"She picked up a piece of something —
I don't know what it was — and 1 just hear
her scream," said Beth Hammond, who was
standing nearby. "She just broke down, got
down on the ground right there beside him
No one knew what to do. It was a complete
shock."
SHORT TERM
MEDICAL INSURANCE
1 to 6 months coverage
Very Competitive Rates
For costs, benefits, exclusions,
limitations and renewal terms contact:
BROGUE FINANCIAL SERVICES
942-3526
Underwritten by:
Golden Rule Insurance
H-5.1
Form417755-8 H-5.2
Corrections
To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between
the hours of 1 p.m. and 4
p.m.. or stop by the office
in the basement of Lord
Hall.
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Competition
keeps us
sharp
Shelley Danforth
Part of the suspense is over
anyway.
Last week, the University of
Maine Athletic Department gave
its radio broadcast rights to two
stations, WABI Radio (910 AM)
and WZON Radio (620 AM), also
known as Maine Talk Radio.
UMaine hockey and baseball
will continue to be heard on WABI,
but you'll find football and both
men's and women's basketball on
WZON. The contracts extend
through the 1993 seasons.
This marks the first time that
radio broadcast rights have been
split. I say good. A little competi-
tion will benefit everyone.
People tend to get a little settled
in their ways and a little lackadai-
sical when they have a monopoly
on something. I'm not saying
WABI did that, but now they know
they'll have to continue to prove
that they deserve to broadcast
UMaine sports. When you're
threatened with the loss of some-
thing you hold dear, it's amazing
the new, improved, and innovat
ing things you can come up with to
keep that prize.
Personally speaking, I'm glad
that Joe Carr and Hub Burton will
continue to be the voice of the
hockey Bears. They're funny, in-
teresting to listen to, and they ex-
ude that certain quality that instilLs
onfidence in listeners. I know that
they know hockey and anyone
that's listened to Carr knows his
rnthusiasm goes unquestioned.
Then, there is baseball with
George Hale and Al Hackett. My
apologies to Mr. Hackett. (Anyone
who listened to the baseball games
this weekend and is wondering
what the hell a radar gun has to do
with fatherhood certainly under-
stands my point).
There is also the problem with
WABI's reception. I have a hard
time getting their signal and! live
in Old Town (that's not counting
that the signal is nonexistent in the
basement of Lord). Judging from
occasional letters in the Bangor
Daily News and my own unscien-
tific poll, others have a hard time
finding the Black Bears on their
radio dials.
At least now I won't have to
listen to neither static nor poorly
broadcasted basketball games. I
hope. That's a problem with the
new contracts - the unknown.
With WABI I knew what to
cKpect, but what should I expect
from WZON? Nothing hut their
finest effort. They've been given a
break and something tells me
See RADIO on page 14
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UNH no match for Black Bears
Black itcar ,ccund baseman Tim Seer shown here fouling off a bunt, didn t miss much this weekend
as he and the Bears routed UNH 12 - 2, 10-5 and 11 -1. (Photo by Scott LeClair.)
Softball team takes
four over weekend
By Dan Costello
Staff Writer
The University of Maine soft-
ball team was not very hospitable in
hosting this weekend's softball in-
vitational, beating every opponent
it faced.
The four wins improved
UMaine's record to 20-24
UMaine began the onslaught
with a 5-1 victory over St. Joseph's
lege on Saturday morning Black
Bear Mary Campbell notched her
fist of two wins on the weekend
giving up only one run in the first
inning on her way to an impressive
pitching performance. She was also
aided by good defense behind her.
• UMaine 's bats did not come ah ve
until later in the game as it scored
three runs in the fifth inning and two
More in the sixth.
First-year Black Bear slugger
Debra Smith went 3-for-4 with 3
:RBI Senior Co-Captain Mel Harris
aLso had a good SUrt to the day at the
plate, going 2-for 3 with 2 runs
scored.
UMaine ran up against a tough
Eastern Connecticut State team that
Ied the Black Bears to an emotional
eome from behind victory in the last
inning. Head coach Janet Anderson
said a talk she had with her team
may have helped the team with to
come from behind
"I hada talk with the team a few
weeks age and told them to never
give up and to keep at, it," Anderson
said.
Keep at it they did, as it came
down to the final inning. Trailing 5-
3 in the last half of the seventh
inning, the Black Bears started its
comeback.
Thanks to the timely hitting of
Smith (2- for-3, two runs scored and
one RBI), junior Nikki Lovell (2-
for-3, one run scored and two RBI)
and first-year player Lisa Swain (2-
for-2, one RBI), UMaine was able
to pull out a hard fought 65 win.
Smith aLso received her first of
two weekend victories for the Black
Bears, as she struck out five in the
winning effort.
On Sunday, Mine picked up
right where it left off on Saturday,
running up against the University of
Vermont in a dOublehe,ader.
In the opener, Campbell cruised
to her second win of the weekend,
this time 3-1 . Smith came on in the
See WINS on page 14
By Tim Hooky
Staff Writer
. The beat goes on and on, and on,
and on...
The University of Maine base-
ball win streak is now at 20, one shy
of the New Eng land record and there
seems to be no end in sight
Behind thunderous hitting and
strong pitching, the Black Bears
swept the University of New Hamp-
shire Wildcats by the scores of 12-2,
10-5 and 11-1 in Durham, N.H. this
weekend.
Big Ben Burlingame got the call
in game one for head coach John
Winkin's Black Bears. Burlingame
responded with a scorching four hit,
two walk, five strikeout complete
game. The win was his seventh on
the season against a lone defeat.
According to Winkin, Burl-
ingame's performance was "not one
of his better ones, but was adequate
enough to get the win."
First-year outfielder Glen Stupi-
enski ("Glen is a good hitter for a
first-year player. He'll be a good
player for us in the future," Winkin
said) and senior Gary Taylot were
the offensive stars in the opener,
each accounting for three hits.
Other notables were a third in-
ning Shanan Knox bomb to deep
right field for an RBI triple, and a
Chad White rope over centerfielder
See UNH on page 14
Black Bear becomes
Detroit Lion
By Shelley Danforth told him of Pettaway's
Staff Writer "I spoke to coach Woody
about Claude and sent film out.
Another University of Maine Lenny Fentes (Detroit's second-
athlete has .loined the rank of the ary coach) called me and ex-
professionals. pressed interest in Claude. He told
UMaine football playerClaude me they'd like to talk to Claude
Pettaway signed a free-agent con- about coming out."
tract with the Detroit Lions of the Pettaway started at stnrig safety
NFL over the weekend. for four seasonsat UMaine and fin-
- Termsof Pettaway's contract ished Lo fall with 11 interceptions,
were not available, but free-agent tying the national leader in Division
contracts are usually contingent !-AA He also earned All-Yanicee
upon the player making the team. Conference honors along with All-
Pettaway, who was not draft, ECAC and All-American.
txi, was in Pontiac, Mich., at the Zingler said Pettaway 's chanc
Lions mini-camp and could not be es of making the Lions are as
reached for comment. But his good as anyone else. He said ofIC
former coach and UMaine defen- reason Pettaway chase to sign
sive coordinator Ray Zingler with Detroit was because they
wasn't surprised that Pettaway is didn't draft a safety.
getting his chance. "(Making an NFL team is) very
"Claude has a lot of things competitive," Zingler said. :"It
going for him," Zingler said. "He won't be easy but Claude is intel-
proved it in the (NFL Scouting) ligent and has a great work ethic.
combines and workouts. He's even He's very coachable and certainly
improved since those workouts." could fit into that kind of play"
Zingler said he got a call the "Right now he's on the squad,"
day of the NFL draft from the Zinglersaid."He's invited totheir
Lions expres•sing an interest in Pet- summer camp and he'll be one of
taway. Detroit's defensive coordi- the younger Lions."
nator Woody Wiedennhoffer and The New York Giants also
Zingler are old friends and Zingler expressed interest in Pettaway'.
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UNH no match for UMaine from page 13
Brett Elmore's head for another RBI triple.
Tim Scott rounded out the scoring as he
sent one toward Central America, leaving be-
hind nothing but a vapor trail. The blast, which
landed halfway up an embankment in deep
leftfield, was his fifth homer on the season.
Gardner O'Flynn was tagged with the loss
for the Wildcats and fell to 2-4 on the year.
The nightcap of Saturday 's twinbi 11 didn't
look good for UMaine, but the sign of a good
team is its' ability to come from behind This
is exactly what the Black Bears dal
Trailing 5-1 through four innings, UMaine
erupted for nine runs in the fifth. Three triples,
one of which was Knox's second of the day
clearing the bases which were loaded, and
another Scott laser (#6) ended a long, long day
for the 11-19 Wildcats.
Mike D'Andrea struggled but picked up
the "W" for the Black Bears. He is now 5-2 on
the year. Rob Higgins lent a helping hand
picking up his third save on the season
In Sunday's finale, it was over early.
Four straight hits to open the game spelt
defeat for the Wildcats.
Knox opened with a bunt single off 'Cats
starter Pete Leavitt and moved to third on a
Brian Seguin double. Mark Sweeney's single
through the box plated Knox ani‘Seguin and
after four pitches UMaine led 2-0.Not a good
start for UNE.
Shawn Tobin's hit-and-run single to right
moved Sweeney up and after Gary Taylor's
double play ball, Scott and Stupienski knocked
back-to-back singles. Gabe Duro% walked to
load the bases and White rounded out the five
run outburst by hitting a two-run double to left.
The Black Bears added single runs in the
fifth and sixth off Rich Muthersbaugh before
shutting the door with a three-run seventh.
Taylor started the spurt with a single to
right and after a Scott ground out, Stupienski
singled to score Taylor. Duross followed with
a triple to right and then scored on a wild pitch
from new pitcher Jason Rockwell.
Larry Thomas continued his winning ways,
hurling eight innings of four hit, three walk
ball Thomas struck out five while .allowing
just the lone run in earning his fifth. win
against three losses. Ted Novio finished up
the weekend with an inning of hidess ball,
while striking out one
Softball team wins four over weekend from page 13
seventh inning to close the door on UVM and
save the win for Campbell.
Once again the Black Bear bats did not
come alive until late in the game. UMaine
scored all three of its runs in the sixth inning
as Deb Smith smashed a double scoring liar- -
ris, who had singled and Co-Captain Kim
Reed who had reached on an error.
First-year player Kristin Steele drove in
Smith with an infield hit to second for the third
run of the inning.
UMaine's second game of the day seemed
to mirror the previous day's events against
Eastern Connecticut as the Black Bears came
from behind in the last inning for the 6-5 win
The Black Bears scored three runs in the
sixth inning and three more in the seventh to
win the game.
Junior Dorothy MacMichael got the Beats
on the board in the sixth driving in two runs
with a hard line drive single to left with the
}bur Oical dot matrix printer The new Apple Stylariler
Which price looks better to you?
Lets lace it. The more un- Ith compact (at just 13"x 5"x 8;' it fits easily
pressive your papers and in the most cramped dorm room). It quiet (so
projects look, the more im- quiet you can print at 3 a.m. without waking
pact your ideas will have, up your roommate).
Which is why )ou Tight want to lcnow about And itS from Apple, designed to everything
the new Apple StyleWtiter" printer. It gives you out of a Macintosh' computer that Apple •
crisp, laser-quality printing for about what you'd built into it. Not just the power to look
eq)ect to pay for a dot matrix printer your best. The power to be your best".
Visit the Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall or call 581-2519
•
01991 *pie Computer, Mc. Apple the :0* logo iloarausb. StvieWrger and "Tbe power io be _your best" ant nwistereti trederianki of .4ppie Computer, ha
bases loaded.
Junior Tenley Libby came up next and
lined a ball through the left fielder's legs to
score the next Black Bear run.
Smith got things going in the last inning
by getting hit by a pitch. Lovell doubled to
right sending Smith to third and Swain contin-
ued her solid hitting with an RBI line-drive
single to right.
After UVM changed pitchers for the sec-
ond time in as many innings, Steele greeted
her with a single to right scoring pinch runner
Jennifer Bowie and Swain, who had moved to
second on a passed ball for the game winner
"They have worked hard all season and I
am glad to see good things happen to them,"
Anderson said.
The UMaine softball team wraps up its
season this Wednesday at home against the
University of Southern Maine.
Radio from page 13
they're not going to blow it. They're going
to be like the kid who's always on the bench,
but who finally gets a chance to show his or
her stuff when the star player slacks. off.
Everyone should chow that.
The biggest winners are the UMaine
basketball teams and fans. Now they won't
be preempted by the high school tourna-
ments, something the basketball offices
couldn't have been happy about.
Granted, I am as much a fan of the H.S.
tourney as the next Maine person, maybe
more, but this is college basketball.
We whine because the men don't have a
solid program, so what happens when they
do? 'They get bumped off the air. The wom-
en are among the best in the couniry but they
get bumped too. A
'How can we expect other programs to
show us respect when the "flagship station
of UMaine sports" preempts them? Why
couldn't WABI broadcast a game on their
FM station, or let someone else do it? The
players and fans were the big losers.
Fans in southern Maine will also get a
chance to hear the Bears on WGAN Radio
of Portland (560 AM). WGAN will broad-
cast football and basketball games as
WZON's network affiliate.
The only thing that bothers me abtput the
new contracts is that with WZON, UMaine
gets to pick the play-by-play person. That
may be because UMaine is a little gun-shy
about the situation, but if they thought Inough
of WZON to award them the broadcast
rights, then let them handle the whole thing.
The fact that WZON agreed with those
conditions proves that they're eager and
willing, which are two very important qual-
ities for a rookie to succeed.
Television broadcast rights have yet to
be decided, but as any coach will tell ya,
competition is a good thing
The Maine Campus, Monday, April 29, 1991 
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Comely named top coach
MARQUETTE, Mich. — Northern Mich-igan University announced that Rick Come-ly, who guided NMU to its first NCAA Divi-
sion I national hockey championship this past
season, has been awarded the 1991 Spencer
Penrose Memorial Trophy/Coach of the Year
Award by the American Hockey Coaches
Association.
Comely, the 13th-winning&q coach in
college hockey history with an overall record
of 389-281-33 (18 years) and a 330-235-30
slate at Is1MU (15 years), also won the award
in 1980.
He is the only coach in the history Of NMU
hockey and is one of only 19 coaches ever to
have won 300 games at one school. lie also
was named Western Collegiate Hockey As-
sociation Coach of the Year this past season.
Northern Michigan won the NCAA hock-
ey title with a 8-7 triple overtime victory over
Boston University on March 20, 1991 in St.
Paul, Minn. The Wildcats finished the 1990-
91 season with a 38-5-4 overall record.
Grisson smacks grand slam
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Marquis Grisson hit
a grand slam to break an eighth-inning tie and
went 4-for-5 with five RBI Sunday as the
Montreal Expos beat the St. Louis Cardinals
9-6 to end a seven-game losing streak.
Si Louis trailed 5-0 in the fourth inning,
but rallied to tie in the seventh. Montreal
broke the 5-5 tie in the eighth when Larry
Walker tripled, Dave Martinez was intent ion -
ally walked with one out and reliever Mike
Perez (0.-1) walked Delino DeShields.
Grisson then hit Juan Agosto's 0-1 pitch
Sports Briefs
Iinside the left-field foul pole for his first home
run this season and the first grand slam of his
Career.
Tim Burke (2-1), the fourth Expos pitcher,
got two outs for the victory and Steve Frey
pitched the last two innings, giving up Geron-
imo Penn's first career homer in the eighth.
White Sox beat Yankees 4-1
CHICAGO (AP) — Frank Thomas horn-
ered and drove in two runs Sunday, leading
Jack McDowell and the Chicago White Sox
over the New York Yankees 4-1.
McDowell (4-1) gave up one run on five
hits in 7 2/3 innings. He walked five and
struck out four. Bobby Thigpen pitched the
ninth for his sixth save.
Chuck Cary (1-2) allowed five hits and
four runs in 6 1/3 innings. He beat the White
Sox on April 17 in his last start.
Thomas drew a leadoff walk in the second
and scored on a double by Cory Snyder.
Thomas opened the fourth innings with his
third home run of the season.
In the seventh, Sammy Sasa doubled and
scored on a single by Thomas. The White Sox
added another run in the inning on Ron Kark-
ovice's bunt hit.
Brew crew falls to Birds
BALTIMORE (AP) — Craig Worthing-
ton singled home the tie-breaking run in the
eighth inning and Bob Milacki pitched 5 1/3
innings of one-hit relief Sunday as the Balti-
more Orioles rallied to beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-4.
With the score tied at 4, Cal Ripken led off
the eighth with an infield hit against Darren
Holmes (1-1) With one out, Leo Gomez
reached on an infield hit and Ripken took third
on Sam Horn's deep fly to right. Worthington
then singled up the middle.
Milacki (1-0), recalled from Class AA
Hagerstown on Friday, gave up a single to the
first batter he faced in the third. After that, he
gave up but two walks through the eighth.
White's single propels Jays
TORONTO (AP) --- Devon White's two-
run single put Toronto ahead in the sixth
inning, ending Detroit bullpen's scoreless
streak at 362/3 innings and leading the Blue
Jays over the Tigers 9-6 Sunday.
Mike Timlin (3-0) pitched 3 1/3 innings
and gave up four hits, including Cecil Field-
er's third home run of the season.
Duane Ward, the fourth Toronto pitcher,
worked the ninth for his fifth save.
Reliever Mark Leiter (0-1) took a 4-3 lead
into the sixth, but hit leadoff batter Kenny
Williams with a pitch
Reds end tough road trip
CINCINNATI (AP) — Paul O'Neill hit
his third homer in three games and rookie
Chris Hammond remained perfect in three
starts as the Cincinnati Reds beat Chicago 4-
3 Sunday and ended a rough road trip for the
Cubs.
Hammond (3-0) gave up six hits and struck
out four in seven innings, matching his long-
est outing of the season. The left-hander re-
tired the last 10 batters he faced before Rob
Dibble came in for his fourth save.
Chicago concluded a 3-8 road trip in slop-
py fonn. Second baseman Ryne Sandberg
and right fielder Andre Dawson made errors
that led to two unearned runs off Rick Sut-
cliffe (1-2), who allowed seven hits in six
innings
Houston beats Atlanta 2-0
HOUSTON (AP) — Casey Candaele hit a
two-run double in the seventh inning and also
tripled as the Houston Astros beat the Atlanta
Braves 2-0 Sunday for only their third victory
in nine games.
Jimmy Jones, Al Usuna and Dwayne Hen-
ry combined on a five-hitter, the Astms' sec-
ond shutout this season. Jones (2-1) allowed
five hits, struck out three and walked twO.
Usuna pitched 1 1 */3 innings and Henry got
two outs for his second save.
. Tom Glavine (2-2) gave up two runs and
eight hits as he pitched his second aimplete
game this season. He struck out eight, walked
one and set a career-best with 152/3 consecu-
tive shutout innings before Candaele's double
Henderson steals for record
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)— Rickey
Henderson tied Lou Bock's all-time record
of 938 career steals Sunday when he stole
second base in the sixth inning in Oakland's
game against California.
Henderson, activated from the disabled
list Saturthy after missing 14 games with a
strained muscle in his left calf, stole the
record-tying base against pitcher Jeff Rob-
inson and catcher Lance Parrish
Henderson set the American League
record for career stolen bases on May 29,
1990, with his 893rd steal, breaking the
record set by Ty Cobb.
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UMaine community reacts to Jackson's alleged comments from page I
"I just find it almost unbelievable that a
person who has dealt with so much adversity
and ugliness would fall prey to baiting by a
student," he said.
Turner said, "I have no political affiliation
whatsoever. I went to go see Jesse Jackson
because he speaks of great things. I watch his
show every Sunday night and I was enthusi-
astic about hearing him speak," he said.
"He somewhat apologized for what he
said in '84 and then he started bringing Jews
into his statements. I went there with an open
mind and I had no intention of starting any-
thing like this."
Fencer said, "Brian was seeking clarifica-
tion regarding a past event and he offered Rev.
Jackson the opportunity to respond in a posi-
tive manner and in his response bring up the
subject of racial harmony between all races
and ethnic backgrounds.
"Obviously the manner in which he posed
the question was not baiting and no one was
more surprised than those of us who heard Rev.
Jackson's response at the reception," she said.
Hayes also questioned the fact that Jack-
son could even identify Turner as the person
who posed the question at the address.
"I'm not sure he could identify Turner,"
Hayes said. "When I was up there, I couldn't
identify people in the audience (because of
the lights)."
Fencer said there was no rnistalcing Turner
at the address or the reception due to his multi-
colored shirt.
"There is absolutely no question in. my
mind that the Rev. Jackson could identify
Brian. It is only logical that if Rev. Jackson
could see Brian's hand raised and call on him
when Brian stood in the lights in front of the
stage, that he could once again identify him at
a well-lit reception," she said.
Turner said he sat in the reserve section and
wore a "very, very bright multi-colored shirt
"I stood out Considering that was the only
questioned asked and he looked directly at me,
I don't see how he could forget me," he said_
publicity and disbelief, she, Mitchell and Turn-
er are unwavering.
"We realized in the beginning there would
be some who would doubt us as well as some
who would believe," she said "The fear that
others may not believe you should never dis-
suade one from speaking the truth. All we can
I asked myself if I should go public with what he
said. I thought to myself, 'If I didn't let people knowthis, it would by wrong. It would be wrong not to say
anythirw at all.
—University of Maine student Brian Turner.
Students deny publicity reason for accu-
sations
In response to accusations that Turner
may be motivated by an urge for publicity,
Fencer stated, "Brian's intent was to bring to
light a situation in which he experienced racial
bigotry on our campus.
"I consented to act as a witness to Brianjust as any witness to any crime or example of
racial bigotry should," she said.
"We are people who value our privacy
highly and in no way would voluntarily put
our lives in the turmoil we have experienced
without feeling in our soul we were doing the
right thing. We have final exams and respon-
sibilities to fulfill like any other student on this
campus, as this semester draws to a close We
needed no additional pressures."
Turner said, "I can't even live in my own
house."
Fencer stated that despite some negative
do is offer what we experienced and known
our hearts we are right.
"It doesn't surprise me that Jesse Jackson
denies this statement. I don't think he thought
a couple of college students from Maine would
stand up against a major political figure He
obviously thought wrong. Racial bigotry is
not welcome at the University of Maine—no
matter who the source."
Turner said, "I asked myself ill should go
public with what he said to me as witnesses
heard it. I thought to myself, '11 I didn't let
people know this, it would be wrong. It would
be wrong not to say anything at all."
Littlefield, Harrow upset by alleged com-
ments
Brent Littlefield, vice president of Student
Government, was at the speech but not the
reception. He said he believes Turner, Fencer
and Mitchell are telling the truth.
"I know the people that went (to the
reception) and I really have to believe and
trust these people," he said. "I know when
Fencer went over to the reception, she wa.s
very enthusiastic about Jackson. When she
came back, it was exactly the opposite"
Maxine Harrow, Associate Dean of Stu-
dent Services and faculty advisor to Hillel,
the University 's student Jewish organization,
is disappointed and upset.
"If indeed he did (made the remarks), then
I find that totally offensive. I find it disap-
pointing partly because Rev. Jackson was
urging cultural understanding and peaceful
race relations," Harrow said.
"I'm encouraged that The Maine Carnpu.s
is reporting this and people are calling this
into question and raising the issue," she said.
"It's worse if things are left unaddressed.
"I appitxiate Rev. Jackson speaking open-
ly, there were some wonderful things he had
to say," she said. "(But) I think he has to be
held accountable for his actions."
Turner said all he wanted to doiwas make
people aware of what happened. Neither he,
Fencer or Mitchell are interested in speaking
on how they feel about Jackson or any related
issues. "We're not political analysts," he
said.
President Dale Lick, Student Govern-
ment President Stavros Mendros, and Board
of Trustees Student Representative Wayne
Mitchell could not be reached for comment.
Vice President for Academic Affairs John
Hitt had no comment and Assistant Dean for
Multicultural Affairs Cheryl Daly was not
prepared to comment
Calls to Jackson and requests for com-
ments from his office have not beeti returned.
Maine Campus crassi
YOUR CAREER: WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMERTO PREPARE FOR IT? Find, out why. IBM and XEROX areinterested in our summer program grads. Call 866-5851for more info
SEASONAL HELP NEEDED at Rosalie's Pizza, Bar Harbor.Various starting dates available. Rooms provided for qual-ified applicants. Call 942-6511 - keep trying. 
HELP WANTED: Store Clerks 7-Eleven food stores .kart-time positions up to 25 hours/week. Shifts available 2-00p.m.-10:30 p.m. and 10p.m. - 6:30 a.m. Must a able to
work weekends. Starting pay is S4.25/hour. Excellent
summer lob opportunity. Apply at the following storey96 State St., Bangor, ME, 1019 Ohio St., Bangor, ME, 14
Main St., Milford, ME, EOE/M-F. 
WANTED: experienced woodsman with climbing gear,
chainsaw to prune tree and cut/split into firewood 2-3days
 
after finals_ $10/hr Call Gilmarfin at x2553. 
WANTED: Progressive, socially conscious students in-terested in environmental protection and consumer rightsThe Maine People's Alliance is hiring full-time canvassersfor its Bangor office for summer. Hours 7-10p.m. $220-S300/wk with paid training. Info sessiori arid interviews
will be held in 1912 room of the Memorial Union,
T esda , e. 30th at 3 and 5 • .m.
1981 Honda GoldVVIng 1100. Price $975. Good condi-tion
 Needs two new tires. Call 827-4240 or 581-1578. 
1981 Ford Mustang runs great, only 60,000 miles$1150 sail evenings 941-8617. 
SAVE
MEET ME AT GEDDY'51
ecis
To place your classified ad
call 581-1273 today! They're only
$1.00 per line!
PAPERS TYPED and printed on laser printer and returnedto you in two working days. Call 866-4436. Ask for Stevein Rm. 1 after 6 pm
ANXIOUS? Unintended pregnancy? Call for a tree preg-
nancy test. 866-5579.
RIVERSIDE TYPING Services -218 No. Brunswick Street,Old Town, 827-8050, 5-9 p.m. or leave message.
ORONO THRIFT SHOP - Take Pine from Main, 2nd rightto Birth Wednesdays 11-4, Saturdays 11-2
WANTED: Cheap audio tapes for summer trip. Need tobuy or build eclectic set of classical, broadway musicals,jazz, piano, etc. No rock_ Gilmartin x2553
FISH ALASKA
120 page booklet will help you get a lob S5-40K per
summer. Send $24.95 to Alaska Advantage, P.0 Box1481, Pensacola, Florida 32501 and/or call 1-800-243-0933 for more into.
Male Stripper - Wedding showers, birthdays, etc. A great947-4220._gift.
CAMERA SERVICING - All kinds of cameras serviced. CallNanda, 15 Shibles Hall x251 21x2142 or 866-7292. Leave
me .- a . ..
FOUND: Ladies gold watch. Found near Neville. CallMike at 4839 on. 438.
LOST: Prescription eyeglasses, purple/pink frames, caseis light tan. Call 4527 - Cindy in rm314
LOST: Maroon-framed prescription bifocals. Call 581-4673 if you have into.
LOST Et FOUND ads'are free. just call 581- I 273 today.
- ---
Showing 1,2 hi 4 8droom efficiency apts in Old Town.For an appoint call 827-7231 Also a ts for summer.
BANGOR, Pinewood Apartments. Off Broadway
exit. 2 bdroom townhome W/D No pets, sec uity depos-it, 1year lease. $475 ii lus electric. 945-6955 or 945-5260.
One and Two bedroom apartments heated and located
within walking distance to UMO 1.2ase, security deposit.Tel. 866-2816.
*HOUSE AVAILABLE a for summer sublet. $25 per
week plus 1i3 utilities. Call oe at 827-4372 for more info.
One to three bedroom apartments available for sum-mer, walking distance to campus. Call 866-2516.Quiet Rooms - 2 minute walk to campus Paid utilities inprivate home, references. Tel. 866-7888.
Village Apartments - Approximately 3 1/2 miles fromUMO. Newly built and laundry facilities on premises. 1bedroom- 1375.00-- 2 bedroom.- $425.00 per month.Call Diane - 827 - 2554 for more information.SUBLET FROM MAY to Aug. Brand new 3-floor, 2 bed.Walk to campus. Sliding glass door & private patio! Rent
with 3 friends and pay only $150 each a month. 866-7038, leave a message
Roommate wanted to share house in Brewer. $160 per
month + 1/3 of utilities. Call 989-1085 for details. Ask forChristin or Mary.
APARTMENT AVAILABLE for summer sublet. CHEAP'
and close to campus. 2 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths. callChristine at 581-1270 or 866-2074.
ROOMMATE WANTED - Washington D.C. area, 2 bed-
room $380/month, utilities included, M/F, non-smokerCall 703-525-3720,
ORONO APARTMENTS - One 1BR $275, two 38R each$350. Brud*Fo19er 866-2518.LE
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